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Fig. 1. SCHISM implementation in the Figueira da Foz harbour area; a) study area location on the western coast of Portugal; b) Model 

domain boundary (bold black lines), on top of EMODNET digital terrain model (thin black lines stand for bathymetric contours at 10-meter 

interval and from 80 m depth to 10 m above chart datum), the red stars materialize points of the model’s oceanic open boundary where 

offshore waves and tide are imposed, black and blue stars respectively indicate wave buoy and tidal gauge positions; c) zoom over the area 

of interest with the COSMO 2019 topo-bathymetric model on top of Google Satellite background, and with bathymetric contours at 2-meter 

interval,  starting at 10 m depth chart datum, E1-E5 refer to the five groynes of the Cova-Gala waterfront; d) beach cell between groynes E2 

and E3, where pressure transducers (PT1-3) were collocated on March 10, 2020, contour lines of the surveyed area are shown with a 0.5 m 

interval and start at +1 m chart datum, bold black line stands for the model boundary; f-e) SCHISM’s horizontal unstructured grid, in red is 

the computational domain boundary and in black are the triangular grid elements with an edge length ranging from 2 km offshore to 20 m in 

the nearshore, harbour and river areas; g-h) examples of model output visualization in OPENCoastS: significant wave height and mean 

wave direction above water elevation and location of model’s virtual stations (g), and 48-h forecast of current velocities and significant 

wave height at virtual stations (h).
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Table I. Bias and root mean square differences between modelled 

and observed significant wave height and elevation at the 5 

locations indicated on Fig.1.  

Fig. 2. Plots of modelled (blue lines) and observed (orange points and lines) elevation and significant wave height (Hs) for the different 

datasets available for validation, names indicated in the observation legends refer to locations indicated on Fig. 1b and 1d.
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